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LODI-  

 
Entities: 
Suspect: 
Unknown  
 
 
CCN # 
AFIS # 
FBI # 
SID # 

 

 

Investigation:   

1. 08/30/19 - 1500 hrs, received a phone call from patrol advising that an adult female had been 
pulled out of Green Lake, deceased and with a ligature wrapped around her neck.  SFD had already 
been advised and had responded already.  Det. Witmer and I responded to screen the incident in 
person.  The victim was pulled from the water by patrol officers.  The victim was fully clothed, but 
she was missing her shoes.  She was wearing white ankle type socks. I did a preliminary visual exam 
of the decedent and noticed that the victim did not appear to have any defensive wounds or marks 
on the arms, hands, fingers, face, or legs.  The ligature marks around her neck were clearly visible, 
but nothing to indicate defensive/struggle marks or scratches on her neck, near the ligature marks 
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4. 09/03/19 – 1035 hrs, received an email from Det. Barrows containing a copy of the letter written 
by Autumn.  I reviewed this letter and will include it with the case file.  The letter was written in 
handwriting and is dated, August 30, 2019 10:26 a.m., in the letter, Autumn thanks God for 
blessing her with two children and conveys that she would do anything to ensure her kids have 
everything they need to ensure they have the best lives. 

 

5. 09/03/19 – 1130 hrs, Tyler Washington arrived at HQ accompanied by his mother for the 
arranged interview.  I escorted him up to the homicide office.  Det. Witmer and I interviewed 
Tyler.  The interview was audio and video recorded.  I asked Tyler if he would allow us to 
forensically exam his cellphone and he consented.   I typed up a consent to search form requesting 
permission to exam Tyler’s phone and he consented by signing the form in the interview room.  
Before he signed, I had Tyler look at and read the form and I also read it to him out loud.  Once 
Tyler signed the form, Det. Witmer walked the phone over to Det. Sugai and handed it to him to 
begin the “phone dump” process. In brief summary, when questioned, Tyler stated that the last 
time he saw his fiancé Autumn was last Thursday 08/29/19 near the Everett Police Station.  He 
stated that he was walking with him mother to the Everett PD and he happened to see Autumn.  
He wanted to approach her to speak with her but his mother convinced him that it was not a good 
idea at the time.  Tyler stated that he listened to his mother and did not attempt to contact 
Autumn.  He further stated that he had known Autumn for over ten years and that they had one 
child in common from their relationship and were engaged to get married this month, (09/07/19).  
Tyler stated that he and Autumn have been separated since last week due to a family issue involving 
their five-week old son.  I was aware of the on-going Everett PD investigation into allegations or 
suspicions that Tyler had assaulted or abused their son, who was currently at Children’s Hospital. I 
did not delve into asking him questions regarding that matter.  Tyler also stated that prior to me 
calling him, he was not aware that Autumn had died on Friday.  He stated that since last Thursday, 
(08/29/19), he had not seen or heard from Autumn or any of her family or friends. I then asked 
Tyler if had been to Greenlake in Seattle on Friday, 08/30/19.  Tyler stated that he had not.  He 
stated that he was at his mother’s residence in Bellevue the entire day on Friday.  The complete 
audio and video recording of this interview will be included with the case file. 

 

6. 09/03/19 – 1400 hrs, Spoke with ME Dr. Williams regarding the autopsy of Autumn Stone.  Dr. 
Williams stated that preliminary finding is cause of death, strangulation with a drowning 
component because the victim was found floating in the lake.  Dr. Williams also stated that the 
victim had no signs of trauma to her extremities, and no signs of trauma or defensive wounds or 
marks were found on the victim’s neck, other than the ligature mark themselves. 
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the lack of any physical or forensic evidence that would indicate Autumn died by homicidal 
violence.  I also advised her that Sgt. Nelson agreed with the suicide classification, but reiterated 
that if any information comes to light in the future that is suspicious in nature regarding the death 
of her daughter, the case can be readdressed.  Ms. Rusch stated she understood and thanked me 
and the department for the efforts made in this investigation.  Ms. Rusch stated that she would 
inform the rest of her family of our discussion. 

 

 

                                       


